By integrating syntactic and semantic processing, our parser (LAZY) is able to deterministically parse sentences which syntactically appear to be garden path sentences although native speakers do not need conscious reanalysis to understand them.
INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon we wish to model is the understanding of garden path sentences (GPs) by native speakers of English.
Parsers designed by Marcus [81] and Shieber [83] duplicate a reader's first reaction to a GP such as (1) by rejecting it as ungrammatical, even though the sentence is, in some sense, grammatical.
(1) The horse raced past the barn fell.
Thinking first that *r~cedS is the main verb, most readers become confused when they see the word, "fell'.
Our parser, responding like the average reader, initially makes this mistake, but later determines that *fell" is intended to be the main verb, and
• raced* is a p.~sive participle modifying "horse'.
We are particularly interested in a class of sentences which Shieber's and Marcus' parsers will consider to be GPs and reject as ungrammatical although many people do not. For example, most people can easily understand (2) and (3) without conscious reanalysis.
(~) Three percent of the courses filled with freshmen were cancelled. (8) The chicken cooked with broccoli is delicious.
The syntactic structure of (2) is similar to that of sentence (1).
However, most readers do not initially mistake 'filled" to be the Current Address: The Aerospace Corporation P.O. Box 92957 Los Angeles, CA 90009 main verb. LAZY goes a step further than previous parsers by modeling the average readers ability to deterministieally recognize sentences (2) and (3).
If "filled" were the main verb, then its subject would be the noun phrase =three percent of the courses* and the selectional restrictions [KATZ 63] associated with "to fill" would be violated.
LAZY prefers not to violate selectional restrictions. Therefore, when processing (2), LAZY will delay deciding the relationship among *filled" and "three percent of the courses" until the word "were* is seen and it is clear that "filled" is a passive participle. We call sentences like (2) when processing (1), LAZY assumes that "the horse" is the subject of the main verb "raced" as soon as the word "raced" is seen because the selectional restrictions associated with =raced = are satisfied.
One implication of LAZY's parsing strategy, is that people could understand some true GPs if they were more careful and waited longer to select among alternative parses. Experimental evidence [Matthews 791 suggests that people can recognize garden path sentences as grammatical if properly prepared. Mathhews found that subjects recognized sentences such as (21 as being grammatical, and after doing so, when later presented with a sentence like (1) will also judge it to be grammatical. {In a more informal experiment, we have found that, colleagues who re~d papers on GPs, understand new GPs easily by tile end of a paper.) LAZY exhibits this behavior by being more careful after encountering SDGPs or when reanalyzing garden path sentences. Add the meaning structure for "kick" to an ordered list of concepts typically called the C-list.
1I. SYNTAX IN A CONCEPTUAL ANALYZER

REQg: Test:
Is there a concept preceding the concept for "kick" which is animate? Action:
...
REQ3: Test:
Is there a concept following the concept for "kick" which is a physical object? Action:
The action of a request typically builds or connects concepts. In many conceptual analyzers, some syntactic information is hidden in the control structure. At certain times during the parse, not all of the request are considered. For example, in (5) it is necessary to delay considering a request.
(5) Who is Mar~l reernitingf
To avoid understanding the first three words of sentence {5) as a complete sentence, "Who is Mary?', some request from "is" must be delayed until the word "recruiting" is processed. In LAZY, the time that a request can be considered is explicitly represented as a facet of the request. Additionally, separate tests exist for the selectional restriction, the expected part of speech, and the expected sententiM position.
In LAZY, REQ2 of "kick" would be:
REQ2a: Position: Subject of "kick" Restriction: Animate Action: Make the concept found the syntactic subject of "kick" Part-Of-Speech: (noun pronoun) Time: Clause-Type-Known?
In REQ2a, Subject is a function which examines the state of the C-list and returns the proper constituent as a function of the clause type. In an active declarative sentence, the subject precedes the verb, in a passive sentence it may follow the word "by', etc.
[The usage of "subject" is incorrect in the usual sense of the word.)
The Time facet of REQ2a states that the request should be considered only after the type of the clause is know. The predicates which are included in a request to control the time of consideration are:
End-Of-Noun-Group?, Clause-Type-Known?, Head.Of, Immediate-Noun-Group?, and End-Of-Sentence?. These operate by examining the C-list in a manner similar to the positional predicates.
The other facets of REQ2a state that the subject of "kick" must be animate, and should be a noun or s pronoun. Passive participles and past main verbs are indicated by a
• ed" suffix on the verb form. Therefore, the definition of "ed" must discriminate between these two cases. The definition of "ed= is shown in Figure 3a . A simpler definition for "ed ° is possible if the morphology routine reconstructs sentences so that the suffix of a verb is a separate "word" which precedes the verb. The definition of "ed" is shown in Figure 3a . Throughout this discussion, we will use the name Root for the verb immediately following =ed" on the C-list.
If Root appears to be passive Then mark Root as a passive participle.
Otherwise if Root does not appear to be passive Then note the tense of Root. It is safe to consider this request only at the end of the sentence or if a verb is seen following Root which could be the main verb. One test that is used to determine if Root could be passive is:
1. There is no known main verb seen preceding "ed', and 2. The word which would be the subject of Root if Root were active agrees with the selectional restrictions for the word which would precede Root if Root were passive (i.e., the selectional restrictions of the direct object if there is no indirect object), and 3. There is a verb which could be the main verb following Root. Figure 3b .
One test performed to determine if Root does not appear to be passive is:
1. The verb is not marked as passive, and 2. The word which would be the subject of Root if Root were active agrees with the selectional restrictions for the subject. Note that these tests rely on the fact that one request can examine the semantic or syntactic information encoded in another request.
As we have presented requests so far, four separate tests must be true to fire a request (i.e., to execute the request's action): a word must be found in a particular position in the sentence, the worif must have the proper part of speech, the word must meet the selectional restrictions, and the parse must be in a state in which it is safe to execute the positional predicate. LAZY processes a sentence one word at a time from left to right. When processing a word, its representation is added to the C-list and its requests are activated. Next, all active requests are considered. When a request is fired, a syntactic structure is built by connecting two or more constituents on the C-list. At the end of a parse the C-list should contain one constituent as the root of a tree describing the structure of the sentence.
Sentence ~6) is a GP which people normally have trouble reading:
(6) The boat 8ailed across the river sank.
When parsing this sentence, LAZY reads the word "the" and adds it to the C-list. Next, the word "boat" is added to the C-list.
A request from "the s looking for a noun to modify is considered and all tests pass. This request constructs a noun phrase with "the" modifying "boat'. Next, "ed s is added to the C-list. All of its requests look for a verb following, so they can not fire yet. The work "sail" is added to the C-list. The request of Sed" which sets the tense of the immediately following verb is considered. It check the semantic features of "boat s and finds that they match the selectional restrictions required of the subject of "sail'. The action of this request is executed, in spite of the fact that its Time reports that it is not safe to do so. Next, a request from "sail" finds that that "boat" could serve as the subject since it precedes the verb in what is erroneously assumed to be an active clause. The structure built by this request notes that *boat" is the subject of "sail'. A request looking for the direct object of "sail" is then considered. It notices that the subject has been found and it is not animate, therefore "sail" is not being used transitively. This request is deactivated. The word "across" is added to the C-list and "the river" is then parsed analogously to "tile boat'. Next, a request from "across" looking for the object of the preposition is considered... and finds the noun phrase, "the river'. Another request is then activated and attaches this prepositional phrase to "sail'. At this point in tile parse, we have built a structure describing an active sentence "The boat sailed across the river.' and the C-list contains one constituent. After adding the verb suffix and "sink" to the Clist we find that "sink" cannot find a subject and there are two constituents left on the C-list. This is an error condition and the sentence must be reanalyzed more carefully.
It is possible to recover from misreading some garden path sentences by reading more carefully. In LAZY, this corresponds to not letting a request fire until all the tests are true. Although other recovery schemes are possible, our current implementation starts
• over from the beginning. When reanalyzing (6), the request from "ed" which sets the tense of the main verb is not fired because all facets of its test never become true. This request is deactivated when the word "sank" is read and another request from "ed" notes that "sailed" is a participle. At the end of the parse there is oae constituent left on the C-list, similar to that which would be produced when processing "The boat which was sailed across the river sank'.
It is possible to parse SDGPs without reanalysis. For example, most readers easily understand (7) which is simplified from [Birnbaum 81].
(7) The plane stuffed with marijuana crashed.
Sentence (7) is parsed analogously to (6) until the word "stuff" is encountered. A request from "ed" tries t,, determine the sentence type by testing if "plane" could be the subject of "stuff* and fails because "plane" does not meet the selectional restrictions of "stuff'.
This request also checks to see if "stuff" could be passive, but fails at this time (see condition 3 of Figure 3b ). A request from "stuff" then finds that "plane" is in the default position to be the subject, but its action is not executed because two of the four tests have not passed: the seleetional restrictions are violated and it is too early to consider the positional predicate because the sentence type is unknow. A request looking for the direct object of "stuff" does not succeed at this time because the default location of the direct object follows the verb. Next, the prepositional phrase "with marijuana" is pawed analogously to "across the lake" in (6). After the suffix of "crash" (i.e., "ed') and "crash" are added to the C-list; the request fr.m the "ed' of "stuff" is considered, and it finds that "stuff" could be a passive participle because "plane" can fulfill the selectional restrictions of the direct object of "stuff'. A request from "stuff" then notes that "plane" is the direct object, and a request from the "ed" of "crash" marks the tense of "er~h'. Finally, "crash" finds "plane" as its subject. The only constituent of the C-list is a tree similar to that which would be produced by "The plane which wasstuffed with marijuana crashed'.
There are some situations in which garden path sentences cannot be understood even with a careful reanalysis. For example, many people have problems understanding sentence (8).
(8) The canoe floated down the river aank.
To help some people understand this sentence, it is necessary to inform them that "float" can be a transitive verb by giving a simple example sentence such as "The man floated the canoe'. Our parser would fail to reanalyze this sentence if it did not have a request associated with "float" which looks for a direct object.
"~e have been rather conservative in giving rules to determine when "ed" indicates a past participle instead of the past tense. In particular, condition 3 of Figure 3b may not be necessary. By removing it, as soon as "the plane stuffed" is processed we would assume that "stuffed" is a participle phrase. This would not change the parse of (7). However, there would be an impact when parsing (0).
(9) The chicken cooked with broccoli.
With condition 3 removed, this parses as a noun phrase. With it included, (9) would currently be recognized as a sentence. We have decided to include condition 3, because it delays the resolving of this ambiguity until both possibilities are clear. It is our belief that this ambiguity should be resolved by appealing to episodic and conceptual knowledge more powerful than sclectional restrictions.
IV. PREVIOUS WORK in PARSIFAL, Marcus' parser, the misunderstanding of GPs is caused by having grammar rules which can look ahead only three constituents. To deterministically parse a GP such as (1), it is necessary to have a look ahead buffer of at least four constituents.
PARSIFAL's grammar rules make the same guess that readers make when presented with a true GP. For a participle/main verb conflict, readers prefer to choose a main verb. However, PARSIFAL will make the same guess when processing SDGPs. Therefore, PARSIFAL fails to parse some sentences (SDGPs) deterministically which people can parse without conscious backtracking. In LAZY, We find that most people easily understand (10b), but require conscious backtracking to understand (10a). Instead of using a predetermined preference for one syntactic form, LAZY utilizes semantic clues to favor a particular parse.
V. FUTURE WORK
We intend to extend LAZY by allowing it to consult and episodic memory during parsing. The format that we have chosen for requests can be augmented by adding an EPISODIC facet to the test. This will enable expectation to predict individual objects in addition to semantic features. We have seen examples of potential garden path sentences which we speculate are misunderstood or understood by consulting world knowledge {e.g., 11 and 12) (11) At MIT, ninety five percent of the freahmen registered for Calculus passed.
(1~) At MIT, five percent of the freshmen registered foe Calculus failed.
We have observed that more people mistake "registered" for the main verb in (11) than {12). This could be accounted forby the fact that the proposition that "At MIT, ninety five percent of the freshmen registered for Calculus" is more easily accepted than "At MIT, five percent of the freshmen registered for Calculus'. Evidence such as this suggests that semantic and episodic processing are done at early stages of understanding.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have augmented the basic request consideration algorithm of a conceptual analyzer to include information to determine the time that an expectation should be considered and shown that by ignoring this information when syntactic and semantic expectations agree, we can model the performance of native English speakers understanding and misunderstanding garden path sentences.
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